The required material for CEM 251 is the 2nd edition Klein textbook and the Student Guide/Solutions Manual. For those of you who got the bundle at the bookstore, the publisher has asked us to provide the following message:

To access the ebook that comes with your materials, simply go to: http://edugen.wileyplus.com/edugen/class/cls453611/ or just go to www.wileyplus.com and you can search by university name and CEM 251 course.

Register in WileyPlus using the code that came with your book. There was no extra charge for this ebook, so use and enjoy! It is portable, easy to use, and lightweight!

You will have access to the ebook and practice quizzes under “Read, Study, Practice”...see the arrow below.

You will have also have access to the Orion adaptive study tool! It is an assessment tool that assigns you a personal study plan to improve your weaker areas in organic chemistry. The system will let you skip over the concepts you have already mastered for the tests. Do a little every day for every chapter and see your studying become more efficient and your confidence rise when studying for a test! Do not wait until the last minute to prepare!

See the second arrow below.


Use the chat area, it’s the fastest way to get help!

Have a great semester!